Obolon Corporation is the absolute champion in number of awards at
‘Beer Fest 2010’
03.09.2010
According to the International professional beer contest of beer, low alcoholic and soft drinks,
mineral and drinking water the products of the Obolon Corporation have won as many as 38
awards.
The majority of awards enriched the treasury of
the Obolon brewery:
• Amber Star for the largest production volumes of
Obolon™ beer and Zhyvchyk™ soft drink,
• 3 Grand prix for the premium quality of the Obolon
Live beer, special beer BeerMix Strawbeery, and
Zhyvchyk Pear soft drink,
• 14 golden medals: Obolon Light, Obolon Soborne,
Obolon Strong, Obolon Premium, BeerMix Lemon,
BeerMix Energy, BeerMix Grapefruit, hike premium,
hike premium light, Magnat, Bitburger Premium Beer
licensed beer, Obolonska mineral water, Zhyvchyk
Apple and Zhyvchyk Lemon soft drinks
• 3 silver medals: Zhygulivske, Obolon Nonalcoholic, Desant light.
High quality of the products of subsidiaries and enterprises with profit participation rights was also
recognized. Products of the Zibert’s Brewery Subsidiary of Obolon CJSC have won Grand Prix for
the highest quality of Obolon Wheat beer and was awarded 5 golden medals for Zibert Light,
Zibert Bavarian, Zibert White, Obolon Oksamytove and live fermentation soft drink Quass
Bogatyrsky.
Top quality of Krasylivske Subsidiary of Obolon CJSC was also distinguished. Golden medals
have been won by Prozora Carbonated and Prozora Non-carbonated drinking water, Zhyvchyck
Non-carbonated juice-containing soft drink, while silver medal was given to Obolon Pineapple.
Zhyvchyk™ was also distinguished with Honorary Cup for the best exterior design of soft drinks.
One more enterprise of the corporation – Okhtyrka Brewery JSC – received awards and namely
golden medal for high quality of Okhtyrska drinking water and silver medal for high quality of
Okhtyrske Light beer.
Golden medals for high quality of products were given to production facility of Obolon CJSC in
Olexandria for its Icelife Grapefruit and Cosmopolitan and Sevastopol Brewing and Soft Drink
Plant JSC for Pidgirna drinking water.
International professional beer contest was held in frames of the 17th specialized exhibition
“Beer & Soft Drinks Industry 2010” and “Beer Fest 2010”.
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